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Within and Without
cated issue,no question about
it.I think there are other
considerations that have to go
into the desiqn of the building,
one of the most important of
which is,that this is the last
major site on the major block
that is Rhode Island School of
Design.It is our last chance to
rectify a number of problems
that have been with us for a
long time.Mr. Thompson in his
presentation,pointed out some
of them.One of the major ones
is circulation.Now,while I am
well aware of all the factors
that you're mentioning,I think
these other factors must be
kept in mind.This is our last
site on that block,it is our
chance to solve a number of
circulation problems within the
school and that those must be
considered very carefully,and
they must be considered cer
tainly within the realm of
price.But also we shouldn't put
up a building in there,the last
building on that block unless
it can solve some of these im
portant problems.Therefore,
there is going to have to be a
very careful consideration of
all these factors thrown in to
gether on that building and we
The Press this week interviewed ing;its size and location and
don't know what they are yet.
The architect isn't that far aMr. Murray Danforth,Jr.(Treasur program for it.
Danforth:Well,at this point I'd long,but at this point,to try
er of- the Corporation and also
only say two things on it;I
and let these factors of the
a member of th e Board of Trus
realize the status of the fund
financing govern completely
tees.Just this week,Ben Thomp
drive;I also realize your ques what the architect is going to
son,who has been designated as
Architect for RISD's new build tion of funds versus the build do is in error.
ing,came to RISD to explain his ing plan obviously are tied to Press:Would,possibly,the build
intentions while the Centennial gether.But in another sense,it ing have to be delayed until
is a bit like the chicken and
such time as sufficient funds
Drive has been stalled at less
the egg proposition at this
become available?
than half of the anticipated
point.We don't have a plan'for Danforth:I don't want to say
goal.
the building.
anything on that right now.I
Press:The architect is not able just want to say what I have
Press:The Centennial Campaign
to commit himself unless he
said;I think at this point to
which is supposed to provide
knows for sure that sufficient out a constriction on the ar
funds with which to build a
funds are available for the
chitect,who has been given a
new building has been falling
building he has been given a
set of problems to solve would
behind,raising 2 m illion dol
program to design.A lack of
be in error.
lars of the 4 million dollar
funds may force him to drasti Press:Where do you see the
total campaign.How does this
cally alter the way in which
Board of Trustees fitting in relack of funds affect the pro
he approaches the design.
grams of the Centennial cele
(cont. on page 4 )
Danforth:It is a very compli
bration ,namely the New Build

Museum
TO: All Concerned
FROM: RISD, Director's Office
a. a dry medium is used
SUBJECT: Photographing, drawing (pencil, charcoal,etc.)
b. no bulky equipment
and painting in the galleries
is used (beyond drawing boards)
The following guidelines are
2. Should you wish to use a
liquid medium (oil,acrylic,
for the information of those
casein,watercolor,etc.),or to
who wish to take photographs,
use special equipment (such as
sketch or paint in the galler
easels) would you please con
ies. They are intended to make
tact the Office of the Chief
the procedure as simple and
Curator so that special ar
open as possible while taking
those precautions necessary
rangements can be made in ad
for the protection of the works vance of your visit.(Ext. i'Z4
of Art and well-being of other
All persons photographing or
visitors.
drawing in the galleries are
Photography
requested to follow the in
1. Photographs may be taken in
structions of the attendant,
the galleries provided that:
to be aware and considerate
a. ahand held camera and
of other visitors in the
available light are used
galleries,and to leave pass
b. no works on loan are
photographed (please check
the label
the Museum does
not have jurisdiction to
grant permission to photo
graph works of art that are
on loan to the Museum)
d 2. Should you wish to use the
tripods, special lights, etc.
would you please contact the
Office of the Chief Curator
in advance so that special
arrangements can be made.
Ext. 324
Drawing and Painting in the
Gallery
1. Sketching or drawing in
the galleries may be done
provided that:
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ages free for t he circulation
of the public.ABOVE ALL,YOU
MUST BE CONTINUOUSLY AWARE
OF YOUR PROXIMITY TO THE
SURFACES OF WORKS OF ART.
We thank you for your coop
eration in this matter.Should
you have any questions or
special requests,please do
not hesitate to contact the
Chief Curator or myself.
Yours sincerely,

Stephen E. Ostrow
Director
SEO:ca

Building Program
Benjamin Thompson,the archi
tect for the new building,spoke
to 100 students and faculty
this past Monday.His talk,sup
plemented by a battery of slide
projectors,presented his
thoughts on the purposes of the
building as well as an histor
ical context in which this
building is to be set into;i.e.
the character of the area and
the building which previously
occupied the location.He inclu
ded examples of educational fa
cilities his firm has already
undertaken in the education
field.Excerpts from the build
ing program on which he is bas
ing his assumptions appears be
low.This is the rough draft
prepared by Bradford/Everett &
Associates based on the data
supplied by the RISD Building
Study Group last summer.
REFINEMENT OF SPACE NEEDS
The Centennial Building project
for the North Main Street lot
must relate to many impinging
neighbors,all with some vested
interest in the new structure's
evolution.It's proposed devel
opment must also evolve with
due regard to financing.lt
therefore,is necessary to es
tablish priorities for what the
new building should accomplish
and how many square feet should
be assigned.Thus,the program
must first be a statement of in
tentions and then,a listing of
priorities and last,a suggestion
of net square footage.The latter
is incorporated into the actual
program.

and will assist in making the
activities of the school more
demonstrable both within the
school and without.
PRIORITY LISTING
Several specific program needs
must be given new building lo
cation priorities.These have
been arrived at from two direc
tions:first,those obviously in
greatest remedial need and sec
ond,those activities that will
allow all aspects of the school
to benefit from the new build
ing.The priorities are listed
in blocks with all program com
ponents listed in each block
roughly of equal merit.
Priority Block One
l.Some aspect of the Painting
Department,either
a.The Sophomore Studio
b.The Upper Class Studios
2.The Introductory Architect
ural Studios
3.The proposed Freshman Found
ation transitional Studios.
a.Design
b.Architecture
Priority Block Two
1.The remainder of the Paint
ing Department
2.Certain shop facilities that
relate to textiles and printmaking.
3.The proposed Freshman Found
ation transitional Studios.
c.Fine Arts
4.Ample review-presentation
space
5.A clear entry and circulation
system at various levels.

STATEMENTS OF INTENTIONS
Three main components emerge as
the underlying needs of the New
Centennial Building.These re
flect in simple terms the com
plex testing of the many con
cerns enumerated in previous
sections of this report.
1.Studio spaces suitable for
several programs with suffi
cient related servicing spa
ces to insure their efficient
use by any of several possi
ble programs now or in the
future.
2.An overall multi-level circu
lation that makes all parts
of the new building and of
older buildings accessible
and their activities under
standable.
3.Well positioned review-pre
sentation spaces that will
enhance the learning process These priorities permit a log

ical vertical studio module
with active and direct contact
with adjacent established pro
grams located horizontally
within existing buildings.lt
permits the new building to im
mediately serve pressing needs
and to adjust to future space
requirements.
SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW
BUILDING:
GENERAL
The building and program inven
tory has corroborated that up
wards to 40,000 square feet of
academic space is needed.The in
ventory also demonstrably shows
the desire for adequate review
space and a clear,concise cir
culation system.This then gives
RISD the following simplified
building program requirements.
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
1.Provision of academic space,
primarily of studio descrip
tion that is flexible and
well provided with ancillary
spaces for consultation,wet
areas and other special pro
visions and basic and more
exotic mechanical services.
a.Studio space for Painting
(5000-8000 sq.ft.)
b.Studio space for Architec
ture (7000-10000 sq.ft.)
c.Studio space for transi
tional studios (5000-8000
sq.ft.)
d.Workshop space for Print
and/or textile related uses
in conjunction with horiz(cont. on page 4 )
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(cont. from pg. 3 )
ontally adjacent spaces in
College Building. (30004000 sq.ft.)
e.Fine Arts offices. (500 s.f.)
2.Provision of review and pre
sentation spaces (2000-3000
sq.ft.)
3.General vertical and h orizon
tal circulation with connec
tors to adjacent buildings.
(8000-12000 sq.ft.)
4.Service facilities for the
School and storage for the
Museum.
a.School receiving and dis
tribution.(1000-T500 sq.ft.)
b.Museum storage.(2500-3000
sq.ft.)
Total estimated space require
ments:32000-50000 sq.ft.
DIAGRAMS OF PROGRAM RELATIONSHIPS
The following sketch is to fa
cilitate an understanding of
the relationships suggested in
this program.

(cont. from pg. 1 )

lation to the concensus of the
School,and how do you see them
fitting into the School,acting
in the policy decisions and the
like?
Danforth:At what level?
Press;Basically,any level,-for
example,having some sort of

/K 4^
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student imput or student change,
if something had to be changed.
Where do you see the Board of
Trustees fitting in,in terms of
the decision-making process?
Danforth:The Board's basic re
sponsibility is financial re
sponsibility for the physical
property of the School,for its
endowment and to see to it that
the School is properly managed.
It is their responsibilitv to

set policies,to carry out re
sponsibility and to see to it
that the people are appointed
who can carry out those poli
cies.When it comes down to
their,the Trustees,involvement
at the decision-making process,
the Dean of Students Office or
the SAO or someplace else,I
think they have no business be
ing there.That is not their
function.I think it would be an
awful error if they did,and in
many cases where they have done
so,has often complicated the
procedure rather than helped it.
Press:Do you think that the Board
of Trusteed functions in a bur
eaucratic situation,where the
Board is more concerned with
legal matters?
Danforth:I wouldn't say legal
as much as financial.
Press:How does one become a mem
ber of the Board of Trustees?
Danforth:They are picked from
within the community and with
out the community,to try and
find people who would be inter
ested to serve as trustees,who
might bring to it their wisdom,
trying to carry out the role of
the School.One should try to
balance it between a number of
different types of people;a Boar
shouldn't be of all bankers,all
lawyers or all business people;
it should be a balancing of fac
tors.

•ESWSSSW

On-Off The Record
It's Only Roc-k ' N ' Rpg.i ,The Rol
ling Stones (Rolling Stones
Records COC 79101)

parison to past Stones achieve
ments,but neverthe less full of
the electricity and drive the
Stones are reknown."Till The
Last Goodbye" is just another
"Angie"(as "Angie" was simply
another "Wild Horses").Or maybe
I just expected too much after
such a letdown as Goat's Head
Soup.It's Only Rock'N'Roll is
only rock'n'roll(but I like it)
and it will certainly do til
the next,as"I can't get no,saa-a-tis-fa-a-acccction!"

It's Only Rock'N'Roll shows us
rock's aging stars,doing what
they've always done best,prov
ing with a vengeance,that they
haven't at all been sitting
still and getting flabby,but
are still with us,and are,per
haps ,desperate for continued
pop pre-eminence.With albums
like Out of Our Heads,Beggar's
Banquet,Let It Bleed,and Exile
-R.W.
On Main Street behind them,it
is a tough act to follow.
The above record is available
This time around,the Stones
have dropped Jimmy Miller,their at Midland Records,288 Thayer
producer since 1968(Satanic Ma- Street,Providence.
jesties' Request,Goat's Head
Soup)in favor of the ''Glimmer
Nov.22 Music Hall,Boston
Twins"(Jagger-Richards?),re
Maria Muldaur
sulting in an immaculately
Livingston Taylor
clean sounding album.Also they
Nov.22-24 Paul's Mall,Boston
have rid themselves of that
Muddy Waters
cumbersome horns unit,allowing
Nov.22-24 Jazz Workshop,Boston
a tighter,more incisive inter
Gary Burton Quintet
play between the immediate
members of the group—especial Nov.23 Boston Garden (2 shows)
The Beach Boys
ly between Richards and Mick
Taylor.You can really hear the
group playing together now,with
out the frills,without the
loose ties that sometimes made
them soft in the past.
What makes It's Only Rock'N'
Roll so special is that few
groups can come close to the
high-voltage energy the Stones
generate,even here,a rather
conservative album by Stones'
standards."If You Can Rock Me"
and "Dance Little Sister" are
two monster cuts showing fully
the Stones' supreme profession
alism and com mand of their me
dium."Time Waits For No One" is
a perfectly handicrafted and
unusual recording,with breath
lessly ringing guitars that
seem to float far and above the
harsh lyrics and earthy drum
ming.
Another song,"Luxury"is quite
unconventional and removed from
mainstream rock.While it seems
everyone from Led Zeppelin to
Frankie Sinatra have been bog
ging themselves down trying to
imitate reggae rhythms,the
Stones play distinct rock'n'roll
and Jagger imitates the Jamai
can accents,resulting in a much
more touching R+B form than
whatever else white musicians
have been able to get out of
reggae.
The rest of the cuts seem a
bit uninspired,though,in com

Nov.24 Orpheum Theater,Boston
New Riders of the Purple Sage
The Pousette Dart Band
Nov.25&26 Paul's Mall,Boston
Commander Cody
Travis Shook
Nov.30 Palace Concert Theater
The Kinks
Dec.l Music Hall,Boston
The Kinks
Dec.3 Music Hall,Boston
The Gregg Allman Tour with
Cowboy
Dec.4 Music Hall,Boston
Harry Chapin
Dec.5&6 Music Hall,Boston
Aerosmith
Dec.6 Orpheum Theater,Boston
Labelle
Dec.9 Music Hall,Boston
Genesis
Dec.9-15 Jazz Workshop,Boston
Charles Mingus
Dec.10 Boston Garden
George Harrison and Friends
Ravi Shankar
Dec.11 Providence Civic Center
George Harrison and Friends
Ravi Shankar
Dec.11 Boston Garden
Yes

CARR HOUSE
COFFEEHOUSE

8am-8:30pm

Monday - Friday

CORNER OF BENEFIT &
WATERMAN STS.
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Graduate
Studies
The Photography Department
faculty consists of five mem
bers.Bert Beaver is the Head
of the Department.Professors
Harry Callahan and Aaron Siskind teach the graduate photo
seminars.Graduate photo meth
ods is taught by Professor
Paul Krot and photo history is
given by Dick Lebowitz.
There are a total of 28
graduate students in the pro
gram,15 first-year and 13 in
the second year.They are en
couraged to provide and main
tain their own darkroom facil
ities somewhere off campus,usually at their residence.This
arrangement is understood at
the time of application and
enhances the responsibilities
toward developing professional
attitudes and a sense of the
independence and self reliance
one faces after leaving college
while pursuing their careers.
Graduate students also have
the use of all facilities along with undergraduates dur
ing the times when the build
ing are open.Applicants in
photography submit a portfolio
containing 20-50 unmounted
prints and as many colored
slides as they wish.Bert Bea
ver says of individuals apply
ing to the MFA program in •
photography that,
"Applicants for the MFA are
selected on the basis of a
wide range of photographic ex
perience.They are then given
an opportunity to explore a
strong personal direction un
der constant supervision in a
weekly class seminar.The pro
gram is also designed to give
all graduate students teaching
experience in the basic photo
classes.Before graduation all
graduate students are required
to hand in a portfolio of work
to be considered in terms of a
valid contribution to photo
graphy.Students ,upon graduation
will have achieved a high de
gree of competence as teachers
and should have developed awareness of their own indivi
dual photographic direction."
The graduate student devotes
himself to a period of search
for his or her personal mental
image,directed and criticized
by the faculty in the light of
fundamental objectives gener
ally agreed upon in the intro

exhibitions and trips of spe
ductory period as being of
lasting value to the individual cial significance.Interesting
culminating second semester in and knowledgeable photographers,
a thesis portfolio of about 20 lecturers and critics are fre
works accompanied by a written quently invited to speak.The
faculty advisor is Bert Beaver.
documentation.
Each Wednesday, on the second
Although Harry Callahan was
floor of Benson Hall,the Photo
originally hired 14 years ago
Department holds a coffee hour
to teach a photography course
with pastries and guest speak
to graphic designers,he soon
ers at 3PM, and it is open to
organized a Department of
all.
Photography which has since
grown considerably.
Aaron Siskind joined the De
partment four years ago when
the graduate section was en
larged from 12 to a total of
30 graduate students.
The graduate photographers
attend weekly seminars with
Harry or Aaron and switch- crit
ics each semester.Harry says
TRIP TO NEW YORK
of these sessions,"Influences
Photo Ed. Society is planning
come from student interaction,
a trip to New York to visit
through contact in seminars
the Whitney Museum,the Museum
which are held on Tuesday and
of Modern Art,and the Light
Wednesday afternoons."There
Gallery.We shall leave at 6AM
are approximately 8 to 10 stu
on Dec.6 and return at mid
dents in each group.Harry and
night.Tickets are $5 and mem
Aaron have individual approa
bers have first preference.If
ches to the graduate meetings
response
is great,two buses
which add to the interest and
will be used.The price includes
quality of the program.Aaron
the bus fare only.Put $5 check
also conducts a graduate class
into Box 40 or see Stephen Bri-in teaching methods for those
students responsible for teach gidi at the photo office in
Benson Hall on Wednesday after
ing classes in basic photogra
noon or Friday morning.An early
phy.
response is needed to assure a
Bert Beaver in addition to
administrative duties and work seat.
ing with graduate students,
handles Juniors and Seniors
majoring in photography and
students from Brown taking
photography as an elective.
Bert has been at RISD eight
years.His background is in pho
to publication,photo-journalism
and photo-documentation.Seniors
are given experience in "as
signment-type photography."
First semester the theme is
people helping people,which in
volves students photographing
in hospitals,mental institu
tions ,schools for handicapped
children,prisons,and homes for
the aged.
The Photo Ed Society is af
filiated with the department
and is a social and profess
ional association that is open
to any student in the school.
The club has been active for
eight years and originally came
into existence for need of
money to finance a field trip
to George Eastman House in Ro
chester,and has been growing
and active since that time.
Funded by membership and stu
dent activities fees and from
the sale of the annual "Port
folio" of student and faculty
work,the club sponsors movies,

NYC.
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ART HISTORY AT THE SCHOOL OF
DESIGN—A BRIEF DESCRIPTION &
A FEW THOUGHTS

folio

that hate me;..."
Exodus 20:4-5

If we can answer the question
inferred from the Second Com
mandment of why the making and
use of images is forbidden,then
having gotten larger that ac
counts for increased enrollment perhaps we can begin to answer
the questions of why they are
but recent years seem ,to have
brought a deepened interest in made(we have laws against only
historical and critical studies. what people actually do),what
In response to student demand, powers rest in them that they
the Department has expanded and should be forbidden,and in what
changed its program in several ways they function within hu
man life in general.From there
important ways.
One of the things we've added we can go on with more signif
has been a new freshman course: icance to outline the different
ways in which art has been stud
"Introduction to the Study of
Visual Images."Taught in three ied,and can introduce students
separate sections by (Dirk Bach; to the structure and vocabulary
of Art History as a field and
Gregor Goethals, and Baruch
Kirschenbaum,the course repla as a way of seeing.
With the exception of the
ces the leftovers of that un
wieldy monster,"Western Art and freshman course,the program in
Ideas."We have fashioned the
Art History is made up of elec
course to deal with the basic
tive choices.There are no dis
problems and approaches to the tribution or credit require
study of art in general so that ments.In our elective offerings
it will serve as an introduc
(generally 10-12 courese a se
The above aphorisms are offered tion for elective studies to
mester) we have tried to pre
for your art historical contem follow.With intentional irony
sent as wide a coverage of the
plation and amusement.They are
for an art school,we begin the materials as possible.
a gift from the Department to
course with a resonant prohib
At one time(and not so very
the students for all those
ition:
long ago either)art history at
hours spent looking at slides
"Thou shall not make unto
RISD,like most everywhere else,
in darkened rooms.
thee any graven image,or any
was restricted to the study of
Last semester,Fall 1973,over
likeness of any thing that is
European art.Even American art
400 students at RISD took cour in heaven above,or that is in
was pretty much ignored except
ses offered by the Department
the earth beneath,or that is
as a post World War II devel
of Art History.Registration for
in the water under the earth:
opment.In the last few years,
the current semester as high
Thou shalt not bow down thy first with increased attention
and if I read the signs correct self to them nor serve them:
to earlier American art as
ly,the number will grow larger
for I the Lord thy God am a
treated in courses given by
in the future.Even now most of
jealous God,visiting the ini
Gregor Goethals,then with the
our courses are filled before
quities of the fathers upon
introduction of courses in Or
the registration period is over. the children unto the third
iental art and culture offered
It is not only the School's
and fourth generation of them
by Dirk Bach,and most recently
The Mayan Pyramid is in the
shape of the Mayan house.The
Mayan house is in the shape of
Mayan life.
"Nude Descending the Staircase"
is an explosion in a shingle
factory.An explosion in a shin
gle factory is in the Philadel
phia Museum of Art(Arensberg
Collection).
Rauschenberg erased DeKooning.
DeKooning,in a manner of speak
ing,erased Picasso.To erase is
to love.
A French engineer,in 1 799 ,de
scribed a method of destroying
a Gothic cathedral in ten min
utes.To erase is not necessar
ily to love.
Together,Rhode Island School of
Design Bookstore and Oakes on
the Hill sold 357,489 linear
feet of masking tape between
the years 1970-1973.
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by adding courses in Primative
Last semester the Department
for establishing the fundamen
art and in the art and culture
presented a series of three af tal connectives that exist be
of the high civilizations of
ternoon talks by the faculty
tween present art and all other
Central and Sou th America
called "The Real Thing" in
art,between art and culture in
taught by anthropologist Ed
which we dealt with the world
general.
ward Dwyer(of the Special Stud of popular images that dominate
The desire to discover rela
ies Department),we have been
American visual experience."The tionship constitues something
expanding our offerings beyond Real Thing" was the third such
of a change in attitude towards
the geographical and philosoph series of talks given by mem
the practice of art and design,
ical limits of WEstern Europe. bers of the department over the and may account in part for the
Vfe have done so while at the
last three semesters.in the
overall increasing interest in
same time maintaining broad
first we had tried an inversion history and criticism.Until re
coverage of the important per of the Platonic triad:instead
cently the predominant belief
iods and aspects of European
was that the creative strength
of lecturing on the good,the
art as presented by Jim Fowle, true,and beautiful,we put to
was to be found in its own au
Tom Reed and Baruch Kirschengether a series called"The Bad, tonomy.In this way of thinking
baum.
The False,and The Ugly."Its en the aesthetic experience both
In addition to expanding geo thusiastic reception made us
in making and responding de
graphically and c ulturally,we
decide to do a second series.
pends upon a kind of isolation
have of recent years also been For that we chose the theme of in which the object or image is
paying far more attention to
inspiration and knowledge
perceived as existing in ex
the art of this century and
through revelation.WE called
quisite independence apart from
particularly to present devel the second series "The Ah-hah
all connectives.Indeed,to es
opments ,trends, and passions.
Phenomenon."Then"The Real Thing' tablish connectives meant to do
We try to keep right on the
followed,and by now we feel be irreparable harm to the purity
edge of what's happening and
holden to continue with yet o- of the art and to the purity of
at the same time offer some
ther series as they may come to experience.Creative aspiration
historical and critical per
us.One of the nicest things a- was equated with heroic indiv
spective.This linking is emi
bout giving such lectures is
idualism,whereby one discovered
nently useful a t a design
that it's possible to giantindentity through determined
school,for it connects what
step through all sorts of mat dissociation.History seemed an
goes on in the studios and whai erial and to arrive at other
unfortunate imposition of ex
goes on in the classroom.The
than usual syntheses.One can be traneous material upon the free
a little outrageous in both se dom of the creative will.
contemporary art m ilieu is
lection and presentation.The
not an easy place in which to
That view,which for conveni
find one's way around,and stu general reaction makes it ob
ence I call the existential
dents are grateful when someont vious how hungry students are
view,has been challenged by
for intellectual stimulation
what might be called the eco
offers to guide them through
that takes place outside of
logical view.In this latter
its various levels.Given the
course work and,more important, way of looking at things it is
way things ar e these days,it
not disassociation that one
may be a litt le like the blind outside the confines of any
particular discipline.They want seeks,but rather the discovery
leading the bl ind,but there's
to talk about art,about its pur of the connectives—especially
even comfort in that.Courses
the connectives that exist be
dealing with comtemporary mat pose,its importance,its effierial are always filled,and so casy.And more than ever before tween art and all human endea
(perhaps because it's a time of vor.Identity is affirmed
are the charter busses to New
doubt)there seems to be a need through a recognition of shared
York.
Whatever the area covered,it
has been the intention of the
faculty of the Department to
direct their concern to the
study of images,their making,
and their pl ace within the flux
of human life,rather than to
the minutiae of art historical
data and research.The freshman
course is prep aration for such
an approach;and in the electives
we attempt to use history as a
tool for the study of the nature
and variety of the visual exper
ience rather than an end in it
self.To the best of our ability,
and with recognition of the lim
itations of our knowledge,we
have tried to reach beyond the
boundaries of traditional arthistorical studies to deal with
visual statements in whatever
cultural context they occur,in
whatever media,and whether or
act they would ordinarily be
classified as ar t.We have also
trxed to do more than just offer
courses.
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TONICS FEA TURE"LENGTH FILM ON CON TEMPORARY AMERICAN ART INw» *rt. Khuml

PAINTERS PAINTING...
Mxk. f-At* 5nHi». Robot! fetisclMtfibtirg. loo
«•"*..1 totHVt So/li. (*ny Poor* «*'«.»
«1:30p.m.

THURS. NOV. 7
RISD AUDITORIUM

•' SLIPPERY
WHEN WET
The R.I.S.O. A r! History Department announces two lectures
In CB 412 a t 4:30:

HIGH FRONT ART
Bach

MAY 2

Thursday

LOW END ART
Kirschenbaum

MAY 9

Thursday

and interconnecting dependen
cies.Through creative aspira
tion the individual
in general creative aspiration
wherever and whenever it may
occur.In a more encompassing
perspective creativity can be
seen (and also experienced)as
a function of human intelli
gence and sensitivity.
From this newer perspective
history becomes relevant be
cause it is the means by which
we discover and u nderstand the
connectives that transcend time
and space.Far from being an im
position/history emerges as an

Jjzdu rtjt rcye/itahciL
kf
JSu rnfunn
dutkr cf J ty-'y "M'rx.SuJctwe
] -Tit S kwclun o{ -i .i
! WssbtoIS d'Atrki
Tiesdatf, bet f* • 7:yi) M -Rp.0 CB
Qa-tfcriy ./ft, SccUh a t Uf "b-Q<tnf
far. «"•»«,J-M ICc/cme
Dept. tf /4,t J I,^cr U
\luMut-e-.

inseparable part of what most
deeply involves us—the prac
tice and understanding of art.
We see that for us there is
just our one planet on which as
far back in the past as we can
uncover and into the foresee
able future people have exer
cised their ingenuity,strength,
and resources in making things.
In these few paragraphs I
tried to give you an idea of
what art history at RISD is all
about,and some insights into
our concerns as a Department.By
way of conclusion I offer a few
more art-historical aphorisms:

Sir Kenneth Clark told us every
thing we need to know about art
and Western Civilization on
television last year.The rest
we can get from The New York
Times.
The angels will not enter a
house in which there is a pic
ture or a dog,"(from the Tra
ditions of the Prophet).Woe to
the residents of Providence.
Vito Acconci bites himself,Lu
cas Samaras walks on nails,
Schwarzkogler emasculated him
self.Art's a touch profession.

Silver Screen

the greatest Scandinavian ac
tress today,a title once held
by Ingrid Bergman and Greta
Garbo.Erland Josephson first
starred opposite Liv Ullman in
Cries and Whispers.His perfor
mance is equally outstanding.
Even though Scenes From A
Marriage is not currently
playing in Providence,it is
worth the trip to Boston or
New York to see it.

.Liv Ullmann and Erland Josaphaon in "Scanaa From a Marriage"

INNOCENCE AND PANIC
Scenes From A Marriage
Written and Dir ected by Ingmar
Bergman;Produced by Lars-Owe
Carlberg;Photography by Sven
Nykvist;with Liv Ullman,Erland
Josephson,Bibi Andersson,and
Jan Malmso.
It is impossible to imagine
anyone besides Ingmar Bergman
making such a beautiful,aesthe
tic statement as Scenes From A
Marriage.We see the music,
painting and p oetry taking
place on the screen in his 2
and 3/ 4 hour cinematic concer
to as well as the conflicts,
love and confusion that can evolve out of a nearly perfect
marriage.An extraordinary dra
ma,we see the anguish,but not
the hate in the devastatingly
painful marr iage that dissolves
before our eyes.
In this film Bergman again
deals with the complex rela
tionships between two people,
as he did in the evocative
Persona,the involving The
Touch,and the beautifully
frightening Shame.We see Mari
anne(Liv Ullman) and Johan(Er
land Josephson) spend both
loving and hat ing hours with
each other.They go through the
normal activ ities that make
their home run like clockwork,
and see them grating on each
other's nerves,which leads them
through separation to divorce.
The film opens as we see
Marianne and Johan,interviewed
for an artic le on the perfect
marriage.From the start we see
their inborn reactions to the
reporters questions,for Berg
man shows us their souls
through a beautiful series of
close-ups.The interview scene
also acts as an introduction
to the characters and their
Past lives.
Unfortunately,Scenes From A
Marriage will not be available
for an Acade my Award next

spring,for the film was orig
inally shown on Swedish tele
vision.Cut down from 6 fiftyminute television programs,
Bergman uses the television
techniques to his advantage
through frequent close-ups of
the performers.Where most dir
ectors would use a medium or
long shot to set the scene,we
are perfectly comfortable with
Bergman's choice of shots for
the film.The excessive use of
close-ups also gives us a cine
matic connection to the souls
of Marianne and Johan.These
represent the isolation of the
individual.We deal with a
couple who is not only isola
ted by the director,but also
by their characters on the
screen.
After seven years Marianne
and Johan have gone through
divorce and each have found a
new spouce.At the end they meet
together in a friend's cottage.
Here they discuss the painful
past as well as the future
which,to the viewer,hardly
looks brighter.
One sequence that must be
mentioned is a poignant narra
tion of Marianne's childhood.
Unbeknownst to Liv Ullman,Berg
man obtained several photographs
of her childhood and created a
poetic sequence of black and
white stills from childhood
through marriage.
The photography in Scenes
From A Marriage deserves a spe
cial mention,as will as the
tightly knit script.The photo
graphy by award winning Sven
Nykvist,shows us the visual
beauty that can be present in
the cold frightening,personal
plot.We even see an occational
ice blue fadeout,which con
trasts to the warm red ones
from Cries and Whispers.
Liv Ullman was first featured
in Bergman's 1965 film,Persona.
She has sinced gained great
recognition and is considered

Wintersession In Peru

DIRECTION FOR A NEW
WINTERSESSION COURSE
This should be a class where
the group designs its awn ac
tivities to break down the lim
its of seeing creative possi
bilities.I would like to see
An introduction to Peruvian
people from diverse areas of
art and culture by travel and
the school come together so
experience will be offered by
that it would be possible to
Hardu Keck and Edward Dwyer.
talk on different levels of ab
All interested students are
straction about what we are do
invited to attend a prelimi
ing and saying in our work.The
nary organizational meeting.
purpose is to see how far we
Tuesday,Nov.26,in CB412 at
can open up perception reflec
4:30PM.
tion and expression so that we
would learn ways to constantly
discover new things:the product
of this class would be some
thing you could take with you—
learning to learn.
This idea relates to the in
ability of schools to convey
and develop pregressive con
cepts.There is a wide gap be
APPLICATIONS
tween what institutions offer
for Counselor/Monitor positions
and what is actually possible
for 1975-1976 are available at RIDE WANTED
for people to learn and com
municate.I would like to ex
the Dean of Students Office.Ap- To White River Junction,Vt.,or
plicants must be 3rd year stud- Hanover,N.H.,or anywhere in
periment with a group that
would counteract this by doing
ents or above.DeadlinerFriday, vicinity for Thanksgiving.Will
two things:
November 22.
share. Call Steve at 272-4966.
1.Clarify what we think we
would like to do and see hap
pening ,become more aware of
"LET ME PHOTOGRAPH YOUR WORK"
each other's ideas of what
Flatwork,3-D work,anything" and
^
creativity is,and free the im
evervthina...in color
r-nior slides, Used easel,double-bar rein
everything...in
agination from restrictions,to
forced. $40. Call 421-1128.
B&W prints,35mm,2k square,4X5
reach a high plane of flexibil
format available. Contact Box
ity in seeing and thinking a123 or 421-8753. Diana,Portfol
bout the world and in reacting
io Plus.
FOR SALE
and communicating,in whatever
B-22 XL,all accessories,80mm
type of work each person does
lens.Contact
Stephen Brigidi,
(art)—
Box 31 or 751-6059.
2.which would be the activities
th&t would go on,conceived and
done by the whole group or by
individuals,evolving into a
CHEAP SOUNDS
show or performance or whatever
..j
4ii
^
(communication) to be at the
I can beat the rip-off Provi
355 Hope St. — on Providence's East Side
end of Wintersession.
dence audio dealers.You buy
Gourmet Mexican Cuisine
If you are a faculty member,
equipment,pieces or systems,
featuring both
please contact me if you are
A M EATand MEATLESS ME NU
from Stereo Sound,a large and
interested in doing this with
reputable audio retailer.But
Open weekdays, 12 to 11PM
me—apparently every teacher is
I arrange the prices,and I
Friday and Saturday, until 4AM
responsible for his or her own
don't think I can be undercut
Sundays, 5 to 11PM
course material and there are
by Tech or Atlantis,or any
not any available to help me
others.Service is provided by
Sunday hours are subject to
with this.Maybe we can do some change.
Stereo Lab,an affiliate com
thing about it.If you are a
pany,headed by Henry.No one.NO
"student"talk to me and faculty
ONE knows his shit like Henryl
if interested,if not,talk about
Warranty service is the most
it anyway.
reliable available,and hourly
Rick O'Neal,Box 944
rates for older equipment or
stuff purchased elsewhere are
the lowest around.This is no
"Fox" sound,but a real dealer
ready to cut you a break.I
get my percentage—you get your
equipment at lower prices than
are available around town plus
better service.
831-9336
Hank,Box 57. High-end Audio
NOW SERVING BEER & SANGRIA
is my specialty.
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CLASSICAL OR NEOCLASSICAL POEM, OP. 12
28/10/1974
LET'S DRINK A BEER TO THE HEALTH OF THE TWIGS,
AND HERALD THE COMING OF THE LEAVES!
ONE RED LEAF AROUND THE EYE
TO GIVE ONE A VISION OF BLOOD,
A BROWN CATALPA LEAF OVER THE HEART
TO REMIND ONE OF HUMOR,
A SMIDGING OF PITCH AROUND THE GROIN
TO TIE ONE TO THE EARTH,
AND A BLAZI NG FIRE TO
MAKE THE JUICES ROLL.
DRINK WITH ME,MY FRIEND,
THE WHISPERED WILDERNESS OF THE SAP
AND THE WELL-DEVELOPED INTELLECTUALISMA OF THE WOODY FIBERS!
PACE THE CONCRETE
IN SEARCH OF SILACEOUS EARTH,
WHILE THE FROST CRINKLES THE HEXAGONS OF LIFE'S BITTER STRUGGLE
DRINK DEEPLY,AND LONGLY,
THE TIME THAT IS OURS
NEVER BEGAN
AND NEVER CAN IT END
FOREVER IN THE PRESENT,
FOREVER IN ITS PRESENCE,
CAN WE DO,BUT
FALL ACROSS THE WIND TO
OUR FUNERAL BIERS?
-Pieter Vanderbeck
RISD BLUES by Barbara Frick
1.Poe and his girl-friend
used to meet at the Atheneum
on Benefit Street.H.P. Lovecraft owned a house or two.
From these places draw a
couple of lines,And where
they intersect is the School
of Design
CHORUS
RISD School of Design
Weighing on my mind
Hew can I learn what life is
about
When life around here is
inside out
2.Look at Charlie on the model
stand
His left foot right on top
of his hand
And behind h is ears he's
wiggling his toes
His chin is balanced on the
floor
And he's held this pose for
an hour or more
CHORUS
3.Woke up this morning at a
quarter to eight
Dreaming bout when I'd
graduate
My diploma says I'm Vincent
Van Gogh
Ho I spend my years sweeping
floors
Talking bout art to a couple
of boors

CHORUS
4.Well I know what I'll do to
earn my bread
I'll transfer to Brown and
study pre-med
But don't think my talents
will go to waste
You see that cadever,I"11 fix
up it's heart
And I'll start the next fad
in Kinetic Art.

Student Board
Monday,November 18, 1974
Meetinq begins at 4:40.
Mr. Mahler Ryder speaks on
Search Committee and student
participation.
What are the qualifications of
President? Some responses:
1.President must get money,
bring interest(no.2 person
translates problems of college).
2.Good response mechanism—
deals with many concerns—there
fore,others must help and be
delegated responsibilities.
3.Community understanding im
portant.
4.Someone to work with all
groups.
Would be a good idea to ask
present president what is re
quired of this office.
1.How many deciedons of Pres
ident were vetoed by Board of
Trustess?
2.How does he find out what is
going on in the school?
Question to Search Committee:
"Why no advertising for Pres
ident?
Two persons will visit Mr.Lloyd
on Wednesday as he meets with
faculty and see how effectively
he is recording comments:Joe
Piselli,Edwin Biebwyck
What is purpose of Student
Board?What issues should be
dealt with?
Find student concerns:visually:
campaigning(suggestion box),
verbally:table in Mem Hall and
Refectory.
Meeting ends at 6:15.
Agenda for Nov.25:Mr. Rantoul
will visit and answer questions.

Exhibition of intaglio prints
from The Experimental Etching
Studio,Inc.,Boston,in the in
taglio gallery,eighth floor,
College Building.The studio is
run by two former RISD students
both of whom have work in the
show:Deborah Cornell and Gretchen Ewert.
The prints range widely in
imagery and innovative tech
nique.Among the exhibiting ar
tists are two other sRISD alum
ni:Roz Richards,now completing
her .'IFA at Yale and Kathy
Grove,grad assistant in the
MFA program at the University
of Wisconsin.

THE

LINESS

OF THE

Adapted by the gifted British novelist, Allan Sillitoe, from his own short story, this brilliant film
is concerned with a young man, Colin Smith,
who, distraught by his father's death and his
mother's coarse indifference, commits robbery
and is sent to Borstal, a boy's reformatory, The
headmaster at Borstal has an almost obsessive
need to pattern his reform school after the great
schools of England; it is his fondest wish that a
boy from Borstal win a long distance race
against competitors from private schools. Colin,
an extraordinary runner, is chosen and as he
trains, we see his former life in a series of flash
backs. In these training sequences, Colin's
loneliness is understood as both literal and metaphoric. There is nothing as lonely as the soli
tary runner and, perhaps, nothing as lonely as a
young man who must find his place in an adult
world without meaningful assistance from the
keepers of that world.

THURSDAY
7:30 PM
AUplTORIUM

*1.
RJ.SD, FILM SOCIETY

